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SPRING CHICKEN ELDERFLOWER ALE

APPLICATION:
Wrap for a Beer Bottle

TOOLS:
• Sketchbook
• Adobe Photoshop
• Adobe Illustrator

CHALLENGE:
I wanted to create a design for a floral and
slightly sweet beer someone might enjoy in the
spring and summertime. The fictional brewing
company I created is ‘Playtime Brewing Co.’
They are experimental with craft brewing
and visuals.

THE PROCESS
The goal here was to create a Spring Ale.
Spring makes me think of flowers and animals
and joy! Not much is more joyful to me than a
chicken in a floral crown, so the beer would be
called Spring Chicken.
After measuring the size of the label on the beer
Fat Tug, I set out to first sketch the label and then
move onto the inking. Without a proper calligraphy
pen it was a challenge to create the typography. I
would end up creating this digitally and the text was
just put in to give me an idea of where I was going.
After scanning the drawing into the computer and
opening it in Photoshop, I began to digitally colour it
in. I used water colour brushes that can be found in
the Kyle Webster brush pack.
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SUPPORTLOCALFV.CA

APPLICATION:
Logo for Website - SupportLocalFV.ca

TOOLS:
• Sketchbook
• Adobe Illustrator

CHALLENGE:
To create a logo that communicates giving
support to local businesses in the Fraser Valley
during the Covid-19 pandemic. It needed to feel
hopeful, local and friendly since it’s a non-profit
organization that depends on its supporters.
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THE PROCESS
When thinking of the Fraser Valley and its community,
I immediately thought of nature, the mountains and the
animals. These are things all people from the Fraser
Valley have in common, and they make sense as
symbols of unity. After doing some sketches and
explorations the crow concept was the winner.
Crows are clever and resourceful, this one would be
a messenger bird of local goods and support. After
choosing this direction, the crow went through a small
makeover where I tweeked him to be a bit more cute
and appealing by simplifying his shape and making him
a little rounder.
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LITTLE CHARLIE’S TAIL MIX

APPLICATION:
Logo and Package Design for Cat Treats

TOOLS:
• Sketchbook
• Adobe Illustrator
• Adobe Photoshop

CHALLENGE:
Create a package design and logo for a bag
of cat treats marketed towards Millenials,
the biggest sharesholders of the pet market.

THE PROCESS
Since the target market of this product was
Millenials, I researched the correlation between their
high percentage of pet ownership and lower percentage of those deciding to have children. A lot of these
folks even call their pets their ‘babies’. With this in mind,
I wanted to design packaging that is bright, colorful,
and friendly, something you would be excited to get for
your kid.
I thought about how this product might be displayed in
store and looked into kinds of packaging that can both
stand up on its own and keep food fresh. A Doypack
with interior foil coating was what I ultimately decided
would be the best option. To make the product stand
out from its competitors I added cat ears to the top
of the bag, just above the easy tear strip. A concideration I made for improving this packaging would be to
include a punch out hole at the top centre, in case they
wanted to hang them in store.
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CONTACT INFO
WEBSITE
taylorkrulicki.com
EMAIL
taylor.krulicki@gmail.com
PHONE
778 251 5641

Thank you for your consideration.

